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the constant monitor provides worksurface 
monitoring. this system is fully automatic and 
activates when a wrist strap is plugged into 
the unit. a green light indicates connection 
and a red light indicates there is no connection 
(disconnected status). the unit is powered and 
grounded by the ac adapter. 

the monitor meets the continuous monitor 
requirements of ansi/esd s20.20. “typical test 
programs recommend that wrist straps that are 
used daily should be tested daily. However, if the 
products that are being produced are of such 
value that knowledge of a continuous, reliable 
ground is needed, and then continuous monitoring 
should be considered or even required.” (esd 
Handbook esd tr20.20 Wrist strap section 
5.3.2.4.4 test Frequency)

• compatible with single-wire wrist straps
• easy to use
• easy to install
•    Fully automatic

PRODUCT

FEATURES

PRODUCT CODE DESCRIPTION SIZE (inch) WEIGHT (Oz) QUANTITY

093-1010 Wrist strap monitor and tester 1 x 2.4 x 2.3 1.6 oz each

Monitor type impedence - single wire

circuity solid state, surface mount

alarm audible and visable (Led)

alarm threshold 8 megohms

power 120Vac, 230Vac

adjustments none required
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INSTALLATION

1. check that you have received all parts: monitor, power/ground adapter and the adhesive pad.
2. Using the pad, mount the monitor under the work bench. (other suggested mounting locations 

include the bench top and under bench shelving.)
3. plug in the power/ground adapter.

OPERATION

CALIBRATION

1. place a wristband on your wrist and plug the coiled cord banana plug into the monitor’s banana 
jack. the monitor will display a green light when a functional wrist strap with good skin contact is 
connected to the unit.

2. connect the monitor to the dual jack socket.
3. connect dual jack socket to earth bonding plug.
4. the unit will sound an alarm and display a red light if the wrist strap becomes defective or if the 

person is not in contact with the wristband.
5. Unplug the wrist strap coiled cord from the unit to stop the alarm.
6. Monitor will alarm if the continuity from the monitor to the mat to ground is lost.

the monitor is calibrated to standards traceable to nist. Frequency of re-calibratrion should be 
based on the critical nature of those esd sensitive items handled and the risk of failure for the esd 
protective equipment and materials. 


